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Crusaders of light dark ranger guide class 1

Try to avoid going to opposite way as focused fire is the key to being a good team player and becoming the MVP of this game. You must join a guild to meet new people and good team missions. If you have anything to add, feel free to use the comments section below! Wouldn’t dealing with the daily grind be so much easier if you could transform
yourself into a barbaric badass, a stealthy sniper or an altruistic healer? Forest Guide -- Elves who follow the path of the Forest Guide learn to hunt the most dangerous prey--other players. This is also the easiest class among all three as you do not need to plan any sort of defense or attack strategy. Complete reputation tasks and donate your extra
gear and items to earn reputation points. Magellana’s Judgement -- Those who join the Order of Magellana’s Judgement dedicate their lives to maintaining the fragile balance between the Light and the Void. There are total three classes in Crusaders of Light. At launch, the game supports up to 200 players so you can easily join any guild and play as a
team like this game is supposed to be played. This is the most advanced class in the game and requires professional players to fully utilize their potential in battles. Less Grinding, More Quests Unlike most MMORPGs, this game does not favor grinding, instead, it wants you to explore the world and complete quests and then get rewards. The elven
rangers of Milura know exactly what you mean. Adopting the mantle of the ranger means taking out enemies with headshots from the shadows. The Elven Rangers Ever feel like life would be so much better with a loaded longbow and a spectral canine companion at your side? Scout -- Perfectionists by nature, Scouts take their time to find the perfect
shot, picking their enemies off one by one at a distance. Warriors are the tanks in the game. But know this that the activity points max out at 100 per day. Versatile fighters, Executioners balance the Fang’s devastating strength with the Gladiator’s breath-taking perseverance. Always try to get focused fire on the enemy and kill the most threatening
targets first. The Human Mystics Last but not least, the mystic is the heart and soul of any team. Back when the barbarians were hitting rocks with bigger rocks, and the elves were throwing rocks at barbarians, humans were busy unlocking the secrets of the universe. Cool and unhurried even in the heat of battle, these elves take pride in their
deadly craft and their care pays off in massive damage. You should go and check the Auction House often as sometimes you might find rare gear, mounts, and other items. This is a team based MMORPG so you must be ready to play with a team. Warrior, Ranger, and Mystic. Log in daily and you will earn a reward. Becoming the MVP To become the
MVP in this game, you must be a good team player. Luckily for you, we have detailed all 3 classes here so you can easily pick the right class that suits your playstyle the most. It is best played with a team. Mystics are the burst and AoE damage-dealers of the game. You will be joining up to 40 guild mates to fight with bosses and dungeon raids. Verity
Spirit -- Striking fear into the enemies of the Goddess, the followers of the Path of the Verity Spirit safeguard the secrets of the universe from those who would abuse them. Moreover, each class has three unique specializations that allow players to choose the best toolkit for the job at hand. This concludes our Crusaders of Light Tips and Cheats
Guide. If MOBA games are your favorite games then this class is for you. To help you choose the character best suited for your style of play -- or state of mind -- here is everything you need to know about the character classes in Crusaders of Light: The Barbarian Warriors The axe-wielding warrior is the no-nonsense, hit your enemy head-on class for
the player who finds an arrow to the skull too subtle. Have a Good Reputation You must try to keep a good reputation in the game as it will greatly benefit you. Join a Guild Crusaders of Light is a team based MMORPG. Enemies who fall to an elven arrow don’t see it coming until it’s too late, and the last thing they hear is the ghostly howl of the
ranger’s man-eating spirit wolf. Any ranger who lives long enough comes to master up to three different paths with their own specialties: the Forest Guide, the Beast Tamer, and the Scout. If you choose a Ranger, you must find ways to attack the enemy from behind. It also features 40-person raids to earn legendary rewards to boost more team work
and skip grinding for leveling up. Experienced barbarians can learn up to three different fighting styles: the Fang of Titanus, the Gladiator, and the Executioner. With this feature, you can easily navigate the world and save precious time usually lost wondering in vain trying to find a specific point of interest. Instead of squinting at complex maps half
of the time, you can use this feature and never get lost again. Practice hitting your enemies while moving and you will be a good player with this class. Mystics battle at a good range so you have a good chance of surviving if you are a good player. This is also the weakest enemies when it comes to HP. Another way to earn medals and rewards are by
helping lower level players. In Crusaders of Light, coming July 13 (iOS), you can. In the massive open world of Milura, you can choose from three distinct classes -- fierce Barbarian Warriors, cunning Elven Rangers, and powerful Human Mystics. Beast Tamer -- Feared by their enemies and loved by their friends, Beast Tamers stand as champions of
nature against those who would lay waste to the world. Shepherd -- Shepherds hold all living things as sacred to their goddess, Magellana, and swear to defend her creations unto their dying breath. If your team mates see that you know what you are doing, they will start following your footsteps. Rangers are the hit and run type of class. Whether
you’re in beast mode, ready to take aim, or feeling one with the spirits, Crusaders of Light has a character for you. If you want a character that can be a leader and take massive amounts of damage while killing the enemies, this class is for you. Drawn from a race of brutal barbarians, warriors go toe-to-toe with their foes to protect their allies from the
brunt of the boss’s wrath. When a warrior throws himself directly into the boss’s claws, the mystic is on hand to save his hide with a purifying blast--or a horrifying abomination from the void, if the mood strikes. Among the mystics, three distinct orders have arisen in dedication to their goddess, Magellana, each with their own schools of magic: the
Orders of the Verity Spirit, the Order of Magellana’s Judgment, and the Order of the Shepherd. More often than not, their infinite mercy can mean the difference between life and death for their allies. Also, it has the least amount of damage so you want to move with your team so they can take care of the enemy while you take the brunt of the battle.
Check your email when you pre-register to check for your promo codes. Simply pick the warrior and be at the front line. Rangers have the most DPS that makes it a great option for the PvP and PvE. It will give you access to timed events for XP and skills such as the life-skill and harvesting materials. Destroying with one hand, they heal with the other,
making them a fearsome opponent in PvP conflicts. Summoning spectral wolves and marauding crows to their aid, these rangers deal damage and buffs in equal measure. They will be at the front line in every battle and it is their task to get the attention of the enemy. Crusaders of Light Tips and Strategies Guide will tell you all about there is to win in
the new team-based MMORPG Crusaders of Light. So who will you become? They easily get focused fire. Every time you help a lower level player, you will earn Altruism medals and leadership rewards. Play daily activities and reputation tasks and you will unlock rewards. Redeem your Free Gifts Another way to earn goodies is via different
redemptions. Fang of Titanus -- Barbarians who choose the Fang of Titanus specialize in destroying their fellow players in PvP rather than going after massive raid bosses. The ultimate tank, these barbarians lure their foes into traps laid by their loyal teammates. With the powers of the Void at their disposal, these mystics can slip through time and
space, twist the fabric of reality to ensnare their foes, and summon the spirits of the dead to their aid. These days the human mystics use their magic to keep their less magical teammates whole, breathing, and not bleeding to death. They excel at manipulating their enemies, deploying cunning debuffs and taking out whole teams with a sweep of their
mighty war axes. Auction House Crusaders of Light has its own Auction House where you can buy and sell gear and items. Help them clear out certain tasks and these rewards will be all yours. Crusaders of Light Tips and Strategies Guide Crusaders of Light Tips and Strategies Guide details everything you need to know to be the very best in this
mobile MMORPG. Pre-register today at � Use Auto-Navigation Another good feature of the game. Be sure to keep this list close as you get ready to enter Milura and make your choice! The game will be available as a free download starting July 13th on the App Store, July 20 on Google Play, and will be coming to Facebook Gameroom this summer..
And don’t forget to pre-register--players who do will receive more than $50 worth of in-game gifts and can help unlock the “Fastest Dungeon Raid Competition,” which yields the potential of a $400,000 cash grand prize. These will improve your reputation among different factions and will grant you access to exclusive items. Continue to log in the
game on a daily basis and you will earn bigger rewards as your login streak increase with time. NetEase will share more details and rules soon. Avoid head-on battles as they cannot take much damage. Gladiator -- Using their bodies as living shields to protect their allies, Gladiators walk off bone-shattering blows that would obliterate lesser beings.
With the help of this Crusaders of Light Tips and Strategies Guide, you will know which class to choose at the start, how to farm and grind easily to level up faster, how to redeem free gifts, completing daily activities and all sorts of other cool tips and tricks to help become the real MVP. Brave and true, these rough-and-tumble masters of melee never
back down and always come out swinging. They can take a lot of damage while giving other classes a chance to deal massive damage to the enemy. We have detailed all sorts of tips, tricks, and cheats for you to excel in the game. Crusaders of Light Tips and Strategies Choose the Right Class For every RPG, the first and the most important question
for the player is choosing a class. Executioner -- Executioners train to go toe to toe with the meanest monsters Milura has to offer, dishing out as much punishment as they take. To uphold their sacred oath, they focus on healing and protecting their allies, resorting to violence only in service of the greater good. They deal the most damage but are also
very fragile. Warriors are melee fighters and will get up and close with the enemy. Complete as many quests as you can and kill as many enemies and bosses as you can and this game will reward you very handsomely. If you were successfully pre-registered, use the gift codes to unlock free goodies for you to use in the game. So play daily to increase
your chances of earning free gifts daily. And if the job changes, you can easily switch between paths whenever you need to, as many times as necessary. You can also auction off your own extra stuff to earn easy money. With a variety of traps and debuffs at their disposal, these shadowy figures embody the cruel necessities of survival in the wild. If you
have a good reputation you can unlock exclusive gear.
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